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The Kriss Vector series sold is a family of weapons based on the submachine gun brood. The design was developed by U.S. company Kriss USA, formerly Transformational Defense Industries (TDI). They use an unconventional delayed blowback system. This, combined with an in-line design to reduce perceived recoil and climb the
muzzle. Also, the Vector family has undergone two generations of modifications. The Gen I version is the basic model of the Vector family. It was thus replaced by an improved version of Gen II. The Kriss vector, sold by Gen II, features a redesigned gun handle and trigger. Also, it has the swing angle of the safety lever reduced from 120
to 45 degrees. It also eliminates the opening on top of the barrel for the optional Surefire weapon lamp of the original weapon. They no longer produce this. In addition to the original Flat Black finishing, optional factory Cerakote coatings are now present in Olive Drab (green), Flat Dark Earth (tan), Alpine (white), or Combat Gray. More
about the Kriss vector that The Kriss Vector sells for sale using an articulation mechanism called the Kriss Super V,. This allows the bolts and inertia blocks to move down into the recess behind the magazine well. The theory is that at the end of this journey, energy is transmitted down rather than backwards. Thus reducing the perceived
recoil. When fired, the barrel axis is in line with the shoulder as in the M16 rifle, but also in line with the shooter's hand. This helps reduce muzzle climbing when combined with off-axis bolt travel. It also greatly improves the line of sight compared to the bore axis. Furthermore, the initial prototype model by TDI reached a fire rate of 1,500
rounds per minute (RPM). But they lowered this to about 1,200 rounds per minute (RPM) on the production model. Kriss Vector for sale is divided into two large assemblies in the same way as the AR-15 rifle, secured along with four push pins. Due to the unusual layout of the weapon, the bottom contains action, charging handles,
magazines well and barrels. Meanwhile the top contains ejection ports, rail systems, pistol handles and fire control components, as well as stock for configurations that have them. The modular design of this kriss vector for sale allows conversion of caliber without tools. Done by swapping only the lower one. Vector safety is ambidextrous
(as well as fire mode selector on automatic trigger packages). Meanwhile ejection ports, charging handles, bolt release catches and magazine releases are not. Instead, they are only available in right-handed configurations. Kriss Vector Vector Vector CRB $1,400.00 $1,300.00 Kriss Vector Kriss Vector CRB $1,100.00 Kriss Vector Kriss
Vector DMK22C $680,00 $655,00 Kriss Vector Kriss Vector DMK22P $1.200,00 $1.160,00 $1.160,00 Vector Vector Vector SDP $1,500.00 $1,400.00 Kriss Vector Kriss Vector SDP Down $1,600.00 $1,480.00 Kriss Vector Vector SDP SB Increased $1,600.00 $1.00 400.00 Kriss Vector Kriss Vector SRB $1,400.00 $1,350.00 hi point 45
carbine for salesmith and wesson 1911sc e series for salecolt m16a1 for saleglock 43 fde for salepof p 415 for salepringfield 1911 trp for safe salebrowning weapon for salecolt m1911 for salecolt 45 gun sale2009 ford taurus for sale Skip to content Home / Kriss Vector 6.5 Threaded Barrel Modular Rail Hand Guard Patented KRISS Super
V Recoil Mitigation System B Tactical SBXK Collapsible Brace KRISS Folding Adapt DEFIANCE Low Profile Folding Sights Full Length MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny Top Rail Toolless Caliber Interchangeability Ambidextrous Short Throw Safety Lever KRISS Vector CRB .45 ACP Carbine KRISS Vector CRB .45 ACP Carbine SHIPS FREE
The patented KRISS system virtually eliminates the sense of retreat and muzzle of the KRISS Vector CRB Package .45 ACP Carbine includes adjustable folding stock , Picatinny Rails up/down, ambidextrous F/S control, custom flip-up iron display, mini cleaning kit, lightweight container cover for optional Surefire Executive Series lights,
cable lock, and one 13-round Glock 21 magazine (limited to 10 rounds in select locales). KRISS Vector CRB .45 ACP Carbine is a civil law with the appropriate model available for all 50 states. KRISS Vector CRB .45 ACP Carbine Action Operation Feature:Closed Bolts, delayed-blowback patented KRISS Super V Caliber System:.45
ACP (230g FMJ recommended) Magazine:Std. 13-round Glock 21 mag. Kriss 30 rounds optional® MagEx. Fully compatible with G21 model mags KRISS Vector CRB Dim. / Wt Length open:34.8 Length folded: 26.5 Height: 6.8 Weight (unloaded w/o accessories): 5.8 lbs Barrel: (16:1 twist)15.9 KRISS Vector CRB Fire Control
Ambidextrous Fire/Safe settings (Can be factory-configured in any combination)Semi-automatic KRISS Vector CRB Performance Max. effective Range:150m Group 100m: &lt; 15cm Groupings 25m:&lt; 2.5cm KRISS Vector CRB Construction Meets/exceeds TOPS/MILSTD 810F Advanced metal components: A2 and 4340/4140 chrome-
moly steel alloys heat hardened/manganese phosphate treated with aerospace 7075/6061 hard-anodized aluminum alloys Aerospace polymer components: Lightweight injectionmolded housings of 15% fiber-reinforced Ultramid ™ Nylon 6/6 composite alloy treated for toughness and environmental protection KRISS Vector CRB Options
Full line of KRISS accessories Product Family #: 1020539992 7, 'is-singleoption' : selector.filterGroups.isSingleOption() }&gt; 7, 'is-singleoption' : selector.filterGroups.isSingleOption() }&gt; Email to Friend You must be 18 to purchase rifles or shotguns and 21 to purchase handguns, actions or receivers. All firearms must be delivered to a
valid FFL Dealer cannot be changed or cancelled once placed. If your order you pistols shipped from MidwayUSA, pistols, and additional firearms shipped from MidwayUSA in the same order, must send Second Day Air. If your order does not contain a gun shipped from MidwayUSA, the rifle, rifle, action, or delivery receiver from
MidwayUSA will be shipped via UPS Ground. The Supplier determines the method of delivery for firearms sent from the Supplier. Shipping costs for firearms are calculated separately from other products on your order and will be charged per separate Order. Firearms cannot be returned to MidwayUSA; please contact the manufacturer for
a warranty claim. Firearms that are refused by FFL dealers or that cannot be transferred due to a failed background check will incur a 10% restocking fee. By ordering this firearm, you represent you are the actual transfer recipient/buyer of a firearm, of legal age and meets all federal, state and local legal/regulatory requirements to
purchase this firearm. First time buying a gun online? Learn everything you need to make an information-based purchase in our Definitive Guide to Buying Weapons Online Read More Kriss Super V Recoil Mitigation System using an innovative nonlinear operating system that suppresses energy down and away from the shooter's
shoulder to dramatically reduce recoil and muzzle climbing dramatically. This system allows the shooter to recover faster, for faster and more accurate sequential shots. The extremely low bore axis compliments the Kriss Super V Recoil Mitigation System by aligning the barrel with the user's arm. This allows the user's body to cooperate
with the KRISS Super V System for maximum control. The factory-installed SB Tactical Arm Brace is specially designed to help users stabilize and support the gun. 2nd generation KRISS Vectors is capable of turning caliber into user preferences. Toolless uninstallation allows users to quickly change between lower caliber receivers in
seconds. KRISS Vector is designed to use reliable and everywhere standard Glock magazines. Allows you to share the same equipment and make it easy to adopt into any system or loadout. The KRISS Vector SDP comes with a standard threaded muzzle for the option of installing your favorite muzzle or suppressor device. The
removable quick sling point located at the rear end of the gun allows you to easily mount and remove the sling. This makes it easy to use and easy to store when you need it. FeaturesGlock Magazine Compatible Toolless Caliber InterchangeabilityAmbidextrous Short Throw Safety LeverMIL-STD 1913 Picatinny Bottom RailLow Profile
Folding SightsPatented KRISS Super V Mitigation SystemSB Tactical Arm Brace Made In United States of America NOTE: Prices, specifications and availability are subject to change without notice. We reserve the right to correct typos, photography, and/or descriptive errors. SKU: Find a Dealer Vector SMG is an ideal choice for law
enforcement and military looking for a controllable, compact, weapons system for close combat environments. The low bore axis and Super V recoil mitigation system enable the most controllable operation of selected fires, or fast semi-automatic follow-up shots. The KRISS Vector SMG is available in popular calibers, such as the
9x19mm and .45ACP, and is fed through the factory's standard Glock magazine, allowing operators the ability to share ammunition between their primary and secondary. Whether for personal security or kinetic surgery, KRISS Vector SMG is able to be reconfigured to suit the needs of a wide range of requirements. FEATURES: Super V
Recoil Mitigation SystemGlock® magazine CompatibilityAuto, 2-round burst, and semi-auto mode apiLow axis boreLow profile flip landscapeFull long picatinny top relAmbidextrous side folding stock SKUModelVector SMGCaliberCapacity17Barrel Length6.5Sall Length Crumble18.5 in / 469.9 mm Overall Extended Length27.9 in / 708.6
mmOperating System Delayed BlowbackAction TypeSelect FireStockAmbidextrous Side FoldingColorBlackWeight7.45 lb / 3.4 kgBarrel Material4140 Chrome MolyBarrel FinishBlack Nitride (QPQ)Twist Rate1:10 RHThread PitchTrigger TypePivoting, Single Stage Stage
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